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UPCOMING EVENTS
28th October
World Teachers’ Day

Literacy Learning is Everywhere
Often people classify Literacy as the ability to read and write,
however it is much more than that. The Australian Curriculum
(recently revised as version 9)

aims to ensure that students

learn to purposefully and proficiently read, view, listen to,

speak, write, create and reflect.

4th November
Student Free Day
8th November
FSPS Hosting SVA SA Hub Day
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
11th November
Table Tennis Carnival

Explicitly teaching the content and skills required for language,
literature and literacy occurs predominately in our Literacy
block. However, we see and hear our students engage in a

18th November
T20 Cricket Carnival

CONTACT DETAILS

range of English skills in all lessons! For example...
Maths: Comprehending a calendar or written problem
Technology:

Preparing

a

multimodal

presentation

PE: Sharing the rules of a game and listening to perspectives
Science: Creating an explanation text or information report.
Keep an eye on Classroom Dojo for some tips on how to foster
more Literacy learning at home!
Amber Cabban, Senior Leader

0407 619 351
0400 839 179

Mathematical Literacy

Eli communicating his
understanding of shape.

Peta Milne—Numeracy Coordinator

Literacy in Mathematics is essential for students’
development of mathematical understanding and
refers to the literate practices and strategies that
enable students to:
- develop mathematical understanding.
- communicate their mathematical reasoning.
Improving students' literacy in Mathematics will help
them to build connections between terminology,

Olivia problem solving
using counters.

concepts, skills and representations, contributing to

the development of Mathematical literacy.
One way we support students with this is at Fisk Street
is

by

providing

opportunities

to

learn

new

mathematical words. These are explicitly taught and
displayed

in

the

important

as

many

different meanings

classroom.

This

mathematical

is

especially

terms

have

to the same terms used in

everyday context.
Students are also asked to explain and justify their
answers when solving problems. This allows them to
develop reasoning skills and communicate using
correct mathematical terminology.
Another way to expose students to mathematical

language is through reading and talking about the
different concepts within story books. If you would
like to find out more about how you could do this at
home, please come in and speak to your child’s
teacher/s.

Mason and Khaleesi with their
maths vocabulary wall.

Obie, Zeke, Harley C,
Harley A, and Dominic

Learning in Room 6
Room 6 students have been super engaged with
guided reading lessons this term. They have been
working towards their reading goals in small groups. In
these lessons, students practise phonics, phonological
awareness, fluency, comprehension and vocabulary
skills to help them progress with reading.
It has been fun playing literacy games, buddy reading,
quizzing each other, and playing reading games on
the iPad. All of these activities help students to learn
essential literacy skills. Take a look at Room 6’s
learning!
Eli, Amira, Natalia, and Marley

Community

FISK AWARDS—Doing Your Best
Room 6
The Doing Your Best Award for Room 6 goes to Kai
James who approaches learning tasks with
enthusiasm and puts in his best effort. Well done!

Room 7
The Doing Your Best Award for Room 7 goes to
Elizabeth Carr who has been working extremely hard
on their learning goals and applying feedback from
teachers and peers to improve their work. Keep up the
great persistence!

Room 10
The Doing Your Best Award for Room 10 goes to
Callum Thornton who has been doing his best in
poetry after starting off with challenges. He is
involving himself more with the topic and learning
areas.

Room 11
The Doing Your Best Award for Room 11 goes to
Ciara Hillman for always trying her best
during learning tasks and for being persistent when
faced with a challenge.

Art/Science

Marley-Joye
Golding

The Doing Your Best Award for Art/Science goes to
Marley-Joye Golding for always trying her best in all
art and science lessons.

LEARN TOGETHER

ACHIEVE TOGETHER

CELEBRATE TOGETHER

